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The First Annual Report was made up to the 30th day of
November, 1856. By an Act of the legislature, approved April
2d, 1857, it becomes the duty of the Trustees to submit their
Report, made up to the 30th of September, in each year. Tliis
Report, therefore, will embrace a period of ten months.
The very elaborate and detailed report of the Superintendent,
hereunto annexed, has left little to be presented by the Trustees
except of a general character.
It

will

be remembered, that at the date of our previous

Report, three months only had elapsed since the dedication of
the buildings and the opening of the school.

could have been
system, or of

its

known by
effects

Little, therefore,

experience, of the utility of the

upon those

Besides, the plan was novel, and all

for

whom

it

was designed.

who were engaged

in its

execution, were novices in a work of this character, none hav-

;
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ing had any previous training or practical experience in other

reformatory

Time was needed,

institutions.

therefore,

to

mature and digest modes of action, and test theii' efficacy to
and regulations adapted to each disposition, and
to every phase of intellectual, moral and physical disease which
;

establish rules

arises from, or is the natural result of

want, ignorance, exposure,

nesriect or abuse.

To accomplish

this,

was a work of no ordinary character.
and sound judg-

Deliberate, patient thought, constant vigilance

ment were necessary
was required

for the

to be exercised at every step.

inmates

;

but a discipline, kind,

Discipline
elastic

varying, ever characterized by inflexibility of purpose,

and

untmng

and confidence that never
an equanimity that never varies, and a patience that
never tires. A hasty word or imtimely reproof might have
extinguished the newly kindled spai-k of love and virtue, dispelled the holy thought, or crushed the seed which had begun
to germinate in the soil too long laid waste and neglected.
To expect a luxui-iant growth of fruit and flowers in a single
year from soil like this, is neither natural nor philosophical.
This work must be done by a slow process, and perhaps for a
long time no visible evidence of germination or gi'owth is perceptible.
Such tardy progress may dishearten all but the most
hopeful but by a parental care, by kindness and instruction,
encouragement and sympathy, the evidence of vitality will
ultimately appear, and fruitfulness will follow.
To be able to
devotion, a missionary zeal, a hope

yields

;

;

accomplish

all this, to

exhibit these appliances at the proper

time and place, and in the right manner, requires a combination of talent, philosophy, zeal,

judgment and

discretion, wliich

few possess.

Rare

as these qualities are, the Trustees take great pleasure

in expressing their belief that most, if not

all,

the immediate

managers of the institution possess them in an eminent degree.
Devoted to their several duties, harmonious in action, voluntarily correcting mistakes when discovered by themselves, or
when pointed out by the Trustees, devising plans for improvement, or to overcome obstacles, they seem earnestly striving to
accomplish the great object of the founders of the institution

and the indications thus

far afford great

these efforts will be crowned with a success

encouragement that
commensurate with
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the fidelity of the managers and the anticipations of the most

sanguine.

In saying

the Trustees do not desire to mislead the

this,

legislature or the public.

It is

but a brief period since the

institution could be said to be " in

working order."

Until a

recent date, weekly, and sometimes daily additions, were

made

of those unaccustomed to restraint, and unacquainted with the
regulations,

extremely

—rendering the establishment of any thing

difficult,

houses have been

if

like order

For a few weeks the
no new subjects admitted, and order,

not impossible.

full,

decorum, industry and cheerful obedience are rapidly being
developed, and a marked improvement visible at each and every
visit of the Trustees.
These indications are general among the
inmates.
Some were for a time restive, ungovernable and
seemed almost hopeless cases. A very few still remain so, but
by the patient, judicious management of the matrons and
assistants, most of them have been one by one, brought under
proper restraint.

The improvement which

is

visible inspires great

confidence

that most of these girls will be saved from probable or inevitable

and become useful members of society. To anticipate
would require the exercise of a large

ruin,

this desirable result in all,

share of credulity.
or

is

No

specific is

adapted to every constitution

expected to cure
;

but the number here who

will fail of cure, or at least of essential relief,

be extremely limited.

The

all diseases,

final test,

it is

however,

believed will

is

yet to come.

Until these subjects shall leave the institution and
influences

then,

and assume the

and not

till

difficult task

of

5^//"-

its

benign

government,

then, will the final result be demonstrated.

In this connection the Trustees have the utmost confidence in
saying that e^iough has been proved to justify the

State in

extending this work by increasing the accommodations.

The

institution

is

now

filled

with inmates, and large numbers

are seeking admission, and parents- and friends are appealing to

us in their behalf.

Shall these appeals not be heeded

?

Is it

not true policy and economy, as well as duty, to snatch them

from impending ruin and prevent theu' becoming pests to
Is not prevention far more economical than cure ?
society ?

The Trustees cannot permit this opportunity
upon the consideration of the

earnestly urging

to pass

without

legislature the
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expediency of making provision for the erection of additional
houses in order that accommodation may be extended, to those
against

whom

now

the doors are

believed that houses of

shut for want of room.

wood mav be

erected

at

much

It is
less

expense than the present brick structures, which will afford aU
the comfort aud convenience calculated to qualify the inmates
for the situations

and employment

to

which most of them

will

be subjected hereafter.

Some months
school buildings

siuce, the

was about

owner of the land lying near the
same for house lots. In

selling the

the opinion of the Trustees the erection of private dwellings of

an ordinary character, near the schools, would have an ilnfavorable effect upon the institution, and they decided to secure the
control of that portion contiguous

to

the

State buildings.

were therefore purchased and conveyed to one
of the Trustees, and they would recommend that an appropriation be made sufl&cient to cause the same to be conveyed to the
Commonwealth. By the provisions of tlie Act establishing the
school, no girl can be indentiu'ed to persons residing out of the
Applications of a favorable character have been made
State.
for apprentices by parties residing in other States, and it will be
for the legislature to determine whether it is expedient to so far

About

amend

six acres

the law as to authorize the Trustees to indentui-e girls

to citizens of other States.

The farm
devoted and

is

marked improvement under the
management of the farmer, Mr. A. E.

exhibiting a

skillful

Boynton, and already the crops are beginning to compensate
for the expenditure of last year.

In closing this Report, the Trustees would congratulate the
legislature and the generous donors on the wisdom* displayed
by them in establishing this highly benevolent and useful institution, and express a confident hope that it will continue to be
sustained by the same liberal policy.

FRANCIS B. FAY,
DANIEL DENNY,
WM. R. LAWRENCE,
JACOB FISHER,
CHARLES BUNKER,
Trustees.
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SUPERINTEXDEXT AND CHAPLAIX'S EEPOET.

To

the Trustees of the State Industrial School

for Girls

:

—

—

Gentlemen
Our first Annual Report presented the statistics
and progress of the institution up to December first, 1856. By
:

the requisitions of an Act of the last legislature, our Report the

present year

is

closed on the thirtieth of September, embracing

a period of ten months.

The number

of inmates Dec. 1, 1856,

received during the year,

...
....

was

from the opening, 13 months,
discharged as unsuitable, from the opening,
escaped, from the opening,
indentured, from the opening,
.

...
...
...
...
...
...

present in the School Oct. 1, 1857,
received from Suffolk County,

Worcester County,
Middlesex County,
Essex County,
Norfolk County,
Bristol County,

Berkshire County,

.

.

.

.

.

68
100
4
2

2

92
25
IT
15
15
10
9

.

.

3

Hampshire County,

.

.

2

Barnstable County,

.

.

2

Plymouth County,

.

.

....
.....
.....

Franklin County,
of American children,
Irish children,

English children,

Scotch children,
2

.

31

.

.

1

1

67

22
5
2

•
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.....
.....

children,

French children,
Italian children,

1

20

orphans,

one of whose parents

is

dead, or

who

are sepa-

rated from each other,

It is

2

1

68

important to remark, in reference to the four

charged as unsuitable, that

it

was not

for

girls dis-

moral reasons that

they were removed, but for insanity or physical causes render-

ing

it

indispensable that they should be separated from the

inmates of the school.

The

limit of our

accommodations was reached on the tenth of

June, and public information was given, by order of the Board.
Since that time three have been received to

fill

vacancies, and

made, through commissioners, nearly
There can be no doubt that
twice our present capacity would be crowded within a year.
It
is a painful task to turn the door upon a child, with the prosapplications have been
sufficient to

another building.

fill

pect of inevitable ruin before her.

the writer says
that

:

" If the

we have any

girl

In one of the applications

cannot be admitted,

I

do not see

prospect of withholding her from ruin."

Even with her present heavy pecuniary burdens,

it

may be

wise

whether the State can afford to
permit these children to remain exposed to temptation and a
life of crime.
Two additional buildings, which, by the omission
of certain conveniences, not in themselves indispensable, might
for the thoughtful

to consider,

be constructed for comparatively a small sum, would enable us
to

accommodate

sixty more, without

of superintendency,

and thus

any increase in the expense

essentially decrease the cost per

This would also enable us
from the older girls, and to conduct, with a somewhat modified discipline, a department which
might be considered QxaXn^iYoiY preventive^ anticipating temptation, and guarding the inmates from the peril of personal
contact with the young offenders whose reformation is attempted
capita of supporting the institution.
to separate those of tender age

in the other homes.
of these

young

girls

The

labor and care incident to the training

can be, with the best results, largely shared

by the older inmates of the school who have secured and
the confidence of the officers.

It will be seen,

justified

from the sue-

—

ceeding
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than was anticipated in

its

The commimitj
upon an earlier
reason why more

establishment.

will learn with pain, that actual crime trenches

age than

is

generally supposed, and that the

juvenile offenders, especially girls, are not brought before the

from
and the knowledge of the certain

courts, is not because their offences are not discovered, but

sympathy

for their tender age,

ruin of the

jail, their

early crimes are overlooked.

that the success of this

We

trust

somewhat unexpected phase of our

experiment, requiring indeed more time and patience, will
remove the prevailing incredulity as to the possibility of redeeming criminal girls. At the same time, we can but be impressed
with the superior economy and wisdom exhibited in the removal
of young children away from temptation, rather than to await
the hour of positive criminality.
Prevention is easier, cheaper,
and much to be preferred to cure. After a shorter period of
discipline and instruction, with stronger probabilities of welldoing, we can distribute such girls, in good places, throughout
the rural districts, and by often recurring vacancies, enable our
limited accommodations to relieve and redeem a larger number
of children.

When

it

is

recollected that in the majority of

instances the expenses incurred are only transferred from the

House of Correction

Home

to the

taining our establishment will be

of Reform, the cost of sus-

more

patiently borne by the

community.

Of the ages of our inmates
Of

:

...

and over, there were
between twelve and fifteen,
ten and twelve,
seven and ten,

fifteen

.

.

.

....
.

.

.

This has been, undoubtedly, the most
history of our experiment, because

course was an unexplored

field.

it is

We

the

.

difficult
first,

28

49
15
8

year in the

and our whole

had no precedents in

arranging our system, either as to discipline, education or
industry.

We

could form, before-hand, no satisfactory idea of

the character and wants of the girls that

would be sent

to us.

Our system has gradually developed itself out of the daily necesThe rapidity with which
sities which have pressed upon us.

;
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filled has been an additional embarrassshall
not hereafter be exposed. We have
which
we
ment, to
not been able, on this account, to command the aid and coope-

our homes have been

ration of the inmates themselves, that

we

shall, in filling

up the

vacancies which hereafter will occur from time to time.

These children came

to us, the

most of them, squalid in dress,

coarse in manners, inflamed by passion, unused to restraint

them considered so disobedient as to be
and here were thirty of them
together to be brought into pleasant relations to each other, and
The first work was to secure
all under a wholesome discipline.
a quiet order of daily duties and a cheerful obedience to awaken
self-respect, which would hold in check the temptation to refer
to their own follies and crimes, and to quicken a conscience
that would cause shame and sorrow for the past, and afford a
nearlv every one of

ungovernable alone in a family

;

;

shield of defence in the future.

Every child has been a separate

problem, involving new combinations of natural
tion,

ability,

educa-

temper, latent disease, and previous social relations, upon

the solution of which

we have

entered, and no ordinary effort

has been required to harmonize these separate personalities,

and from such discordant elements

and happy
family.
It is a matter of grateful surprise that we have met
with the measure of success which we have enjoyed. Without
the family arrangement this would have been impossible but
by limiting the number to thirty, diversifying the ages and
moral character, and retaining in each of the homes a few of
the more intractable, this latter class has been kept from combinations to resist authority, and the young and more susceptible,
drawn by warm regard to the kind motlier and her assistants,
have formed a kind of unconscious police, and have exercised a
strong moral restraint over the others.
All vicious habits, conto create a united

;

versation, or plans of insubordination, reach an early discovery.

By being brought

into such an immediate

tion to a strong, loving

and

affectionate rela-

and pure mind, even in the case of the

older girls, except in a few peculiarly trying instances, submis-

and improvement have been the result.
to the real motives and causes inducing those interested
in these girls to secure their connection with our school, comparatively little can be learned from the warrant
some being
committed for being simply ungovernable, who have actually
sion

As

;
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crime and in other instances, serious charges hare
urged where a strong presumption has afterwards arisen,
or facts have been developed to show, that it was an attempt to
seek relief from the presence or burden of a child. Forty-five
are known to have been guilty of some offence, either personal
or social, against purity.
At least thirty have laid themselves
liable, by acts which have been discovered, to imprisonment.
In
one case, there was a premeditated attempt to poison, and there
were two violent assaults with a dangerous weapon. The law
cannot discriminate character, provide for ignorance, or consider the strength of temptation.
In reference to the highest
form of crime referred to, the child that stands as the representative of it, is an intelligent looking girl of fifteen, whose
moral and religious culture had been sadly neglected, and
whose mind and heart were rapidly becoming perverted by the
lessons and examples of older persons of both sexes.
Until she
came to the school, she had l^een conscious of no feeling oi
fallen into

;

l>een

shame or

grief in

reference to

t!ie

with horror, opens her heart freely to

act,
all

but now looks upon

it

the gentle and reform-

ing influences of the home, and gives good promise of a hopeful
future.

The newspapers of

the day gave circulation to the

singular details of the robl)ery of all the movable furniture of
Certainly, any one
a dwelling by a girl fourteen years of age.
would say, such a child must be a hardened criminal. She
came to us a rough, stout, ignorant but affectionate Irish girl,
She proves, after an
unacquainted even with her letters.

acquaintance of ten months, to be a generous, faithful,
gent

girl,

intelli-

improving in the school, eager to perform her portion

of the house-work, rapidly learning the use of the needle, and

under

all

the tests which have been tried, and with continued

opportunities to gratify a passion for theft, she does not exhibit

seems to have been a blind,
What could the prison
ungovernable, momentary impulse.
have done for these two girls ? or what families would have
taken them while resting under these accusations ? With all

any proclivity in that

direction.

It

how much has been saved
by placing them away from temptation, and under
wholesome influences, until a moral power is developed within
them, enabling them to resist in the liour of trial. As to the
the expense of their present training,
to the State

class of offences against purity, in a considerable proportion of
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has been personal, and has not yet been devel-

oped into the social form. These children we must not, indeed,
but nearly
forget are, many of them, from wretched families
;

them have come from our public

where they have
either learned or taught these destructive habits, and the community cannot have too lively an apprehension of the prevalence
or of the terrible consequences, of this form of vice.
Possibly

all of

it

may

not be as

evidently

down

it

common,

schools,

as in the case of the other sex,

but

has spread wider and more rapidly, and sweeps

any but the members of the
medical profession, or the superintendents of our hospitals, have
supposed. Its etfects upon the physical, mental and moral
into an earlier age, than

powers cannot easily be exaggerated

;

parents and the supervi-

sors of the public schools should earnestly consider this

in all its relations

—

its

causes,

its

consequences,

its

problem

extent,

its

Constant watchfulness, and the force of powerful
moral motives, urged with affectionate earnestness by the
remedies.

all but a few
where the mind and will were so far affected before
the children were sent to the institution, by the long habit of
impurity, that there seems to be little strength of purpose left
upon which to rest a hope of rescue.

matrons, will probably result in the reformation of
instances,

When

the criminal desire has developed itself into the crim-

is often asked, is there any prospect of
permanent reformation ? The answer will, of course, be greatly
modified by the circumstances of age, previous social relations,
strength of character, and their future position. In reference
to the youngest cases, embracing even the astonishingly premature age of twelve years, a glance upon their girlish faces will
In reference to
afford, in part, an answer to the question.
nearly every one of the instances falling under our enumeration
of the subjects of this offence, we may say, that it would be well
nigh impossible, if under sixteen when they came, that they
could remain for two or three years away from all solicitation
to evil, under the most powerful moral influences, and in the
presence of examples of purity, in the constant practice of all

inal act, the question

the habits of personal cleanliness, in the exercise of watchful
attention to diet

good resulting.
reformation,

and the laws of health, without permanent
But in the case of the youngest, positive

with the blessing of God,

may

be confidently

'
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because the sin

itself is so beguil-

ing, that so few of the sex have returned to virtue, but because

the "bridge of sighs" over which thev passed to the sceue of

was burned behind them, and the world of virtue,
with too much reason, seemed to them to be forever closed
their ruin

against their return.

Where

there

great weakness of chai^c-

is

ter the prospect will be less encouraging,

and

will be finally

determined, probably, by the surrounding circumstances, after

What

they leave us.
instance as this
tall,

?

should

E

we

came

say in reference to such an

to us

from the

city of

S

,

a

fine-looking girl, said to be sixteen, but evidently older.

—

For three years she has enjoyed the freedom of the streets her
resorts the lowest cellars, her companions the most wretched
" Mother," she once said to the matron with much
outcasts.
feeling, " there is no sin that I have not committed
how can
you love or respect me?" She has been carried home intoxicated, and brought a bottle of rum in her trunk with her when
she came to the school. The commissioner hesitated long before
sending her. The officers of the law, who knew her well, had
little hope in her case.
She came with her promising face, but
with a coarse masculine manner, and was apparently unsuscep-

—

tible to all the

approaches of kindness.

In a short period a plan

E
was at the
She was sent to her room and to her bed.
Her clothes were removed and the key was turned in the door.
Ordinarily, such a course of discipline would have developed a
frantic temper, and some attempted injury to the room would
was self-controlled, her cheek
have been the result, but E
merely gathering a deeper color. Some time after, the superinShe was perfectly comtendent, with the matron, visited her.
Slie was somewhat
posed, and appeared willing to bide her time.
thrown off her guard by the unexpected nature of the conversation.
We referred to the interest we had all felt in her; to the
of escape was discovered

bottom of

among

the girls, and

it.

doubts others had expressed in reference to her reformation

our determination to do every thing in our power to aid her

if

;

to

she

would earnestly undertake the work herself we presented the
certain consequences of her previous life, remarked upon the
extraordinary influence for good or evil that she might exert
over her companions, and left it with her to choose whether she
would stay or go. If slie had deliberately made up her mind not
;

;
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kind discipline of the school, at her age and

to the

her power to injure others, the Trustees would undoubt-

edly relieve her from any personal effort to secure her release.
She soon responded, " I choose to stay.'' Will it be necessary
hereafter to keep an eye

induced

to leave

decisive

answer

upon your movements,

lest others

be

" No," was her
there has not been

us through your influence?

and from that time

;

the appearance of the

to this,

temptation to turn her back upon

first

In an hour before the morning prayers, she learned

the school.

a chapter in the

book of Proverbs, and without a single error or

omission, repeated the disconnected but golden sentences of
that portion of the

At

word of God.

the close of this service

we met her again called her attention to the remarkable gifts
God had bestowed upon her in giving her such a control over
her will and passions, in bestowing upon her a memory of so
much strength, and granting her a remarkable power to influ;

ence others

and then pointed out

;

her for the exercise of her powers.
ing, fully

redeem

herselt,

to her the ample field before
She might, with God's bless-

and aid us

I?" said she, almost startled at the idea, " I
myself."

am not good enough

In answer to the question, as to the

first

her losing her self-respect, and giving herself up to

and companions, she
was taken immediately

said,

her

'-Can

in saving others.

marked

first

step

occasion of
evil habits

downward

after being placed, in the school

she attended, with the boys, as a punishment.

where

All delicacy

and modesty were sacrificed in her by this form of discipline.
is not permanently reformed, in our judgment
it would
E
neither would she do so,
not be safe for her to return to S
if permitted, as she frankly told her mother upon a late visit
but a marvellous change, even in her personal bearing and
;

,

appearance, has already occurred.
softened, the

Her

impudent expression of her

coarseness has been
face has been suc-

ceeded by an affectionate gentleness, and although
vated and peculiarly impulsive, yet she

is

still

unculti-

perfectly tractable,

and

always ready to perform any possible service for her new and

Modest virtue begins once more to awaken in
?"
Would you not like to carry this to Mrs. P
her heart.
"
Of all tilings I should like
(the wife of the Superintendent.)
The commissioner,
to do so, but Pm ashamed to see her."

beloved mother.

"

w'.io

with so

much

hesitation yielded his

judgment

to the press-

!
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my own

:

" I could

senses, to find

what a

and appearespecially in the case of E
from S
She appeared to be an unsuitable subject for the school, and
indeed, there was but little hope of her reformation. Doubtless
I feel much interested
she would have been ruined in S
in her case, and hope to hear of her continued improvement."
If it is worth the most earnest effort and the most generous
expense to develop and save a weak-minded and idiotic child,
what labor and expense are not warranted in redeeming the
noble powers with which God has endowed such a mind
The question has been asked the matrons, who come the

marked change had been produced
ance of the

girls sent

in the character

.

,

.

—

nearest to

tlie

girls,

become familiar with

see

them when

entirely off their guard,

their private histories,

and from the con-

tinued fretting of their unrestrained passions, would be likely
to

have the least sanguine expectations in reference

ultimate reform,

to their

—what proportion of those now with them they

can safely count upon as affording good grounds for the expectation of a thorough reformation and a virtuous life
and the
;

answer has been, hco- thirds,

at least.

Upon

the partial failure

of a religious enterprise in which a Christian gentleman had
felt a lively interest, he remarked with peculiar force, " when
first man was converted, the edifice was paid for."
If in
any considerable measure, this opinion of those best able to
judge is confirmed by the experiment, the State wiU be amply
remunerated for its outlay.
From the three families, there have only been four or five
attempts to escape, although there has not been a day nor night
when ordinary ingenuity could not have planned a successful
flight.
The two girls that have thus far eluded search had
been taken from houses of infamy, and in one of these dens of
iniquity found a refuge again.
Of two that attempted an
escape and were recovered, one, who had been the occasion of
no ordinary grief to her friends, a fair-faced girl, with a
musical voice, and a peculiarly affectionate temper, a pupil of
a grammar school in one of our cities, whose maidenly modesty
and virtue had been fearfully shocked and trampled upon, and
whose childish heart had become prematurely old in criminal

the

3
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knowledge and temptation, sometime after her return to the
school, under the judicious culture of the matron, resolutely
set herself to the task of her own improvement, passed months
without a reprimand, and during the season of berries was
several times placed in charge of companies of the girls,

chose, at their pleasure, their fields,

and

H

sometimes at great distances from the school.
did not feel the

first

H

companion of

F

temptation to escape.
in her flight,

said she
,

who was

who walked on

Lancaster to Lowell, and from thence to

who

measures,

filled their

the

from
Boston, and who had

escaped almost every form of restraint in the

foot

city,

gave her

assurance upon her return that she would not leave again with-

out giving an intimation beforehand to the Superintendent.

Although a

girl of

ungovernable passions and a

fierce will, she

Once she sought to send word
to the Superintendent that she might be released from her
pledge, but failing in this, remained firm to her word.
The
shame and grief of this strong-willed girl, as she has gradually
softened under the moral influences of the home, has been
has never broken her promise.

" If I could only have been brought here six

quite affecting.

months before I came, I should then have enjoyed my own selfrespect, but now, I shall always detest myself and feel degraded

when

my

I recollect

past life."

In reference to both of these

an interesting fact occurred a few weeks since. An
inmate was removed from the institution to a hospital, in congirls,

sequence of a terrible disease which had clung to her for a long
period

—the

result of her previous life

—but

which had been

held in abeyance by the remedies incident to a severe fever

with which she was attacked when she
It burst forth

first

entered the school.

with fearful malignancy as she began to recover,

and she became a sad spectacle of
to the hospital

made

suffering.

a powerful impression

Tlie departure

upon

tlie

girls,

which was renewed the next morning in the chapel, by a few
And be sure your
remarks upon that expressive scripture,
sins will find you out."
H
sat down at once, and wrote
home to her father, thanking him that he liad sent her here,
and F
as she entered the house upon her return from the

—

,

chapel, said, " Mother, I never wish to go to Boston again."

The

great result attained upon the family plan

test of character

which

is

afforded.

is

the daily

The fundamental weak-
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so inefficient in

it

movements of the
inmates are controlled by physical restraints and rigid rules.
There is no opportunity for the exercise and trial of Toluntary
the

is

the fact, that all the

Obedience, in the prison, saves from physical pain,

action.

secures regular food and kind treatment, and there

absence of

all

When

the usual temptations.

an utter

is

these physical

removed and temptation presents itself anew, there
no well-developed pruiciple of self-government to withstand
this fresh solicitation to evil
and thus the subject of this form
restraints are

is

;

almost morally certain to be returned again to

of discipline

is

restraints.

Under

thirteen months, in
is,

the system which
its

we have now

its

tested for

most embarrassing phases, the discipline
and the restraints are so elastic

in so large a degree, moral,

and simple, that the

child's natural temper, habits

are continually exhibited.

A

and progress,

lying or larcenous proclivity, a

vulgar or blasphemous speech, a continual longing for low

and vicious courses, all express themselves in the free associawhich the children of a family enjoy with each other in
the exposure in their rooms of personal trinkets and properties,
and in the undefended opportunities for escape. From time to
time, under the watchful but wise surveillance of the matron,
the radical weakness and liabilities of each child are exposed,
and the proper moral antidotes can be indirectly, but all the
more powerfully, administered. Of the positive influence for
tion

;

evil of the public jail,

we have

a painful illustration in the case

of the only one of our girls that thus far seems to remain
incorrigible.

She was an inmate

for sevei*al

months of

a

house

of correction, and while there became an adept in the use of

the most horrible oaths, and formed an acquaintance with a

woman who

persuaded her to seek an infamous house
in North Street, Boston, when her time of confinement expired.
She was assured that large wages would be paid her for tending
miserable

the bar.

When

significantly

the doors of the jail were opened, as

asks.

Where

could

she

go?

refused to permit her to return to his house.
to be

Her

she

had
This door seemed
father

the only one opened before her, and within

it

alone,

apparently, was to be found her only means of securing bread.
For a week she was simply bar tender and it was not until
she was made delirious with drugged liquors, that she ceased
;
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She confesses that her
be, teehnicallv, a virtuous girl.
temper was always high, but it never was so absolutely frantic,
or accompanied with such awful blasphemy, until her brain
was steeped with the poison of this horrible deu. While this
report was in the process of preparation, we have strong
to

reason to hope that the key to the redemption of even this

A line of disciplme which

was discovered.

girl

has awakened a

deeper exhibition of penitence and gratitude than has ever

been witnessed before, has now for several weeks proved sucIn sentencing a girl to the jail, the officer of justice,
cessful.

(and no one, than he,

is

more conscious, of the painful

fact,)

cuts off the last hope of reformation on the part of the erring
child.

Henceforth she must be both a pest and a burden in

the community, only relieving the public from the cost of her

A

subsistence, to prey

upon

at this hour, in the

one city of Boston, a^ord an illustration of

this truth

;

and each

city

its

virtue.

and town

thousand young

in the

girls

Commonwealth adds

proportionate quota of analogous facts.

its

Two

of our inmates have been indentured, and both of

are fully meeting the expectations of their employers.

—

them
One

was snatched from the door of the jail was ignorant mentally
and morally, and would have undoubtedly emerged from prison
She has entered upon the first steps in
a confirmed criminal.
knowledge, and has found a Christian home where her educaShe speaks of the school as hoine, and
tion will be continued.
knows no other mother than the well-loved matron, who for
months watched over her with maternal solicitude. There are
several others that we can soon recommend, as giving hopeful
promise, if placed in suitable positions. You have reason to know,
gentlemen, that there will be no lack of applications to meet
all the supply that, from time to time, we may have to offer.

From

adjoining States, opportunities, especially favorable for

the morals and discipline of our girls

— coimtry

homes, where

the mother of the family conducts the labors of the house her-

—have in several instances been

self

offered.

While

it

may

be

a merciful limit to the interposition of the State between a
parent and his children to restrain their apprenticeship to the

Commonwealth,

it

evidently will often nearly decide the ques-

remove the girl as
from the scene of early temptation. Certainly

tion of ultimate reformation, to

far as possi-

ble

it is

worthy

;
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of consideration whether discretion in reference to this matter

might not be safely intrusted to your board.
Every day's experience confirms the opinion that more than
a ministerial office must be performed by the institution, and
that the work of reformation must be, at least, well begun,
before the girls are indentured.

No

opinion can be

more

incorrect than that the only requi-

sition for the recovery of the majority of

home and regular

discipline.

our inmates

is

a kind

goes very far towards

Tliis

rendering their residence with us pleasant to themselves, and
supercedes the necessity of bolts and walls
restrain the

virulence of

;

but

it

does not

a terrible temper, the passionate

attempts at self-injury, or the destruction of property, or purify
the lips from oaths and the heart from vileness.

Xo

person

that has not witnessed a mature, neglected, vicious girl in the

form an idea of the frightful
one presents and no ordinary Christian

convulsions of passion, can
spectacle such an

;

family would be willing to endure the often recurrence of such
scenes.

The utmost

sympathy and

piety,

patience,

and

all

mild

decision,

hopefulness,

repeated time and time again, are

called into lively exercise in the struggles of these girls to

overcome themselves and conquer the unrestrained habits of
Corporal punishment would merely add fuel to the
flame coaxing and indulgence would serve to confirm the
habit seclusion from the family long enough for reason and
conscience to rally, accompanied by faithful words of instruction and kindness, alone can awaken, with God's blessing, the
moral power to hold in check the excited passions. Such a
years.

;

;

member

of society until she becomes a
law unto herself. There is a class of quite young children
found wandering and begging in the streets, that perhaps, may
girl

cannot be a safe

be safely distributed at once

and yet even

among

families in the country

in reference to this class,

we have

the assurance

of one practically engaged in the work, that quite serious evils

have attended the operation of the plan.

In one town in Con-

were sent into as many separate families,
New York. They soon discovered each
other, united together, established a dance hall, and occasioned
necticut, three girls

from the

streets of

so serious a nuisance that the inhabitants of the village forcibly

drove them from the place.

It is

a significant fact

tliat

between
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and forty of our girls have already been in families, at
two in the families of clergymen. Three or four had
placed
at service, and were continually returned, by an
been
thirty

service

—

institution that proposes only to retain the child until a place

can be obtained

for

The normal

it.

place for a child

is

a home,

but these are not normal children, and rare are the homes
where the inmates will exercise the patience, tlie positive kmdness and personal labor incident to the reformation of such a

Here are three quite pretty and promising adopted
and yet the families which voluntarily brought them

child.

children,

into their bosoms, reject them,

still

In one of our families

ernable.

at a tender age, as

is

ungov-

a very handsome girl of

fourteen, intelligent, exceedingly affectionate, with the kindest

impulses, voluntarily yielding her

own

pleasant single room, to

take the care of the dormitory, and to meet the nightly demands
of the

little

children

;

cheerfully offering to perform a most

disgusting but necessary daily service for a

black

girl

;

manifesting a lively

instruction which she receives, and yet she

scrofulous

little

sensibility to

the

religious

was sent away from

one place because considered untruthful, and from another,
because, at the suggestion of her father, she was guilty of theft.

Although a

child,

and worse than an orphan, her parents being"

home

miserably intemperate, and although she had no
world,

still,

neitlier of these families felt it to

in the

be their duty to

attempt her reformation, or to awaken a religious power that

would enable her to overcome temptation.
Who would have taken and taught the little
French girls referred to in our first report, drawn
were, from one of the vilest places in
for

fighting

in

the

alphabet, educated in

tlie

ance of oaths and impurities
to

have

solicited,

Who

squalid,

street,

New

filtliy,

Italian

Bedford, arrested

ignorant of the

Englisli tongue only to
?

Who

by unceasing

and

out, as they

the utter-

would have had patience

kindness,

their

slumbering

would have followed them when, gipsies as
they were, they ran away ? Who would have trained them
within a year to read and write, to be able to cut, fit and make
a lady's dress, and to perform all kinds of kitchen and chamber
work? The labor is severe, indeed, to train so many children
together, but the test of progress and the trial of virtue, on
account of the multitude of provocations, is all the more satisaffections

?
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many young companions, a child learns to
argument in favor of her ultimate salvation,
when she goes into a more limited sphere, becomes a fortiori.
Where the offence of the child is against purity, whether in the
social or personal form, how few families would receive her.
She must be kept awhile from the society of the other sex of
her own age, must be constantly the object of watchful care
attention must be paid to food, to daily habits, to latent diseases all this, together with affectionate, moral cultivation, can
alone bring back the erring passions to their lawful action.
The true measure of success will be the well-doing of these
girls when they leave us, and years will be required for the
factory.

If with so

control herself, the

;

;

application of this test
sarily

;

but, in the interim, there will be neces-

encouraging incidents, which, by their positive comfort,
by their prophetic significance, inspire the courage of

as well as

the laborers in this difficult but interesting field of labor.
the last report

we

referred to a

leave the institution for her
first

week

young

home

who attempted

In
to

in Provincetown, during the

of her connection with us.

was made

girl,

Upon her

return, special

win her affections. She could neither read
nor write at home had wandered in the streets, and been
guilty of petty larceny.
She soon became interested in her
new home, in her studies, and especially in the religious instruction which she enjoyed.
Her temper, which had seemed sullen, grew sweet, and her whole deportment towards the matron
and the members of the family became subdued and affectionate.
She devoted herself to all possible acts of kindness to her
sisters
as the inmates call each other
taking the most irritable ones under her special charge
choosing them as her companions in the hours of recreation, inducing them to sit with
her under the tree upon the lawn, which is known as Annie's
tree, to listen to her as she read the Testament or some chosen
hymns. On one occasion the matron discovered little bits of
paper in the hands of the younger girls, and upon examining
them, found the word " pray " written upon them all. Annie
had just been writing the word in her writing book, and she
turned it at once into an evangel, and sent it upon a mission,
with a kind word and smile, among her young companions.
Girls are sharp to penetrate any affectation of piety.
The older
effort

to

;

—

—

;

inmates severely tested the strength of Annie's principles, but
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every one admitted the depth and sincerity of her purand " took knowledge of her that she had been with
Jesus." One Sabbath afternoon a little girl remained upon her
She wished to speak to
seat, after the families were dismissed.
" Well, what would you
the Superintendent, the matron said.
finally,

pose,

A

"

"I want to be a good girl, sir," was the answ^er.
was a natural question to ask her, if any thing she had heard
" No, sir," said she,
iu the chapel that day, had affected her.
" Has Mrs.
been talking with
or Miss G
at once.
you ? " " No, sir." " What then makes you think of this
now ? " " Annie has been talking with me " and her influence
over this nervous but tender hearted child, was striking in the
extreme. A few weeks since Annie asked permission to write
me a letter, and the following communication was the result.
I have made no change in her grammar, spelling or punctuaNo other pen
tion, but give the letter exactly as it was written.
but her own had been placed upon the sheet to correct it.
say,

?

It

W

;

Deer

Sir

you a letter to let you know I am happy
and tr^-ing to be a Christian and hope I will succeed I never was so happy as
I have been for a few months it is a great Comfort to nie to read the Bible
and to pray the Bible shall be the guide of my youth it is hard for me sometimes to resest temptatons but by the help of God I do God has gave me a
new heart and my trust is in Christ for he is ever interceding and praying for
me at the right hand of God for he is my strength and my redemer how
happy it makes me when I hear the chapel bell to coll me to the house of
God I am contented hear and have a kind Mother and I think that she cares
for me I will try to please her all I can by being a good girl
I am tn.ing to
prepare myself for death and I hope my sisters will I would be very happy
for you to come and converse with me when it is convenient for I want to
pore my whole heart out to you
Yours truly
I take the pleasure of writing

A\ME

W

We have kept our families busy during the year with the
house work, sewing and knitting, incident to our large households.

From

being utterly unacquainted with

of female industry,

our children, nearly

all

all

these forms

of them,

have

learned to use the needle with more or less neatness, to attend

chamber work, the labor of the kitchen, scrubbing, washing,
ironing, the care of milk, and the making of butter.
They are
to
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now ready

for some form of industry in addition to the daily
upon them, immediately connected with the homes.
Whatever may be the future lot of these girls, there will be no
form of labor appertaining to the service of a family, or the
calls

practical requisitions of the needle, that they will not be able
to perform.

Three hours of instruction are given each afternoon in the
school-rooms, and the remaining hours of the day, from five

A. M. to eight P. M., are devoted to the work-room and kitchen,
with the necessary interruptions for devotions, meals and recreation.

Public prayers have been held every morning in the

chapel, and family prayers in the separate

Two

services have been

homes

in the evening.

enjoyed on the Sabbath

—a

Sunday

school preceding the afternoon service.

In these exercises the
cliildren have exhibited a marked propriety and very considerIn all our moral and religious efforts we have
able interest.

been encouraged by the divine benediction, " Blessed are ye
The work of sowing has been blessed,
that sow by all waters."

and the seed has been scattered under His eye, who watches its
unseen place in the heart, and nourishes its silent germinations.
The acquaintance which these children have formed with the
Scriptures during the past year,

is

probably

the average acquisition of our ordinary
these

exercises, varied by

manifold

much

Sunday

devices

to

greater than
schools.

In

break up a

monotony, they have exhibited a lively pleasure and we trust
that the divine word, large portions of which have been
imprinted upon their memories, will " make them wise unto
salvation."
Certainly its solemn commandments, written upon
their consciences, will become powerful aids in their future
struggles against temptation, and the strong defences of their
virtue.
To doubt this benign efficacy of the word of God, under
;

the light and grace of the

Holy

Spirit, is to distrust the earnest

who was not ashamed of the Gospel because
power of God unto salvation."

faith of the apostle
it

was " the

It is required, in

our Act of incorporation, that the Superin-

tendent should render to you this annual report, but no one
save myself,
all

knows

the success that

better than you, gentlemen,

we have

how much

of

attained has been secured by the

unwearied, patient and devoted labors of the excellent matrons^

who day and

night, stand before these children as the repre4
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sentatives of the character they hope to develop in them,

and

are ever in the silent, but powerful eloquence of example, saying, " Follow
this,

me

as I follow

An

Christ."

onerous work

causing a serious strain upon the health and

" they

blessing, "

Inasmuch

as ye

of these, ye have done
It

reward."

shall receive their

is

it

Upon them

have done

it

of innumerable

cess,

men

personally

least

unto me."

a sublime work to save a

gentlemen,

shall rest the

unto one of the

woman,

for in her

generations are embodied, and in her hands,
fate

is

Truly,

life.

is

The whole community,

held.

interested

bosom

perverted, the

if

as

they

are

in

our suc-

because the children of the virtuous must breathe the

atmosphere exhaled by the vicious, will feel a lively sympathy with you, in your generous endeavors to redeem the
erring mothers of the next generation.
For well has it
been said, " Whoever has any true humanity in him, and has

not disowned the
sider

how such

common

stock of which

we

all

come, will con-

features of our civilization, instead of being

allowed to gain upon us,

may

be changed.

He

will not fail to

have a tender and lively imagination of the consequences, from
these malignant sores, to our whole plan of society and government, and the fortunes of our posterity, should we on the contrary, let

them

swell

and run beyond measure.

If

any body

has not this humanity, and thinks the blood in his veins

is all

his

own, and docs not mix with the broad current and circulation
of mankind, and -says he does not care, I answer, he must and
will care somehow, for he must and will somehow suffer with
the whole frame."
Respectfully submitted,

BRADFORD

K. PEIRCE,

Superintendent and Chaplain.

September 30th, 1857.

:
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FAEMEE'S EEPOET.
To

the Trustees of the State Industrial School

Gentlemen

:

—The farm has yielded

both as to quantity and quality
prevailing disease

crop about

fifty

among

;

year favorable crops,

this

the only drawback has been the

which has diminished

potatoes,

this

per cent.

The advantage

of the ditching effected last year has been very

apparent during the present wet season
interval has been very good.
full

—

power, requires

;

The farm,

the harvest
to

bring

it

upon the
up to its

constant improvements, which will be

These can be carried on

repaid fourfold in the future crops.

economically from the large stock required to be kept for milk,

supplying an abundance of manure.

The fencing about the farm needs
being old and rotten, and requiring

to

be renewed, the posts

much

time and labor to

keep them in repair.

The

great necessity

upon the farm

is,

a suitable and commodi-

ous barn, the present buildings being very old and inconvenient.

There
great

is

no proper place

amount

for the storage of roots

of extra labor

now

is

A

and grain.

required as the buildings are

situated and arranged the stock is exposed to the cold,
and for this reason, consumes a much larger amount of food,
and the manure being exposed in the yard, suffers a considera-

ble loss of

;

its

virtue.

The farm, even

to the eye, will

show a good return for the
it, and would undoubtedly

expense that has been laid out upon

command an

additional value, equal at least to the cost of all

The statement rendered will show the
mated value of the crops raised the present season.
improvements.

esti-

Respectfully submitted,

A. E.

BOYNTON.
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